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BENCH MEMORANDUM

To:
From:

November 18, 1986

Justice Powell
Leslie

No. 85-1517, Colorado v. Spring
Cert.

to Colo.

Sup.

Ct.

(Lohr,

en bane}

<Erickson, Rovira;

dissenting)
Tuesday, Dec. 9, 1986 (third argument)
I.

The question

Summary

presented

in

this

case

is

whether

a

valid waiver of the right to silence and the right to counsel necessarily requires that the defendant be aware, prior
to interrogation, of all the possible crimes about which he
may be interrogated.

-----

-

II.

page 2.

Background

In 1979, an officer of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms learned that resp was involved in an illegal

firearms

ring.

The

informant

from which he got

this

information also indicated that resp had admitted to killing
a man on a hunting trip.
resp was arrested on a

Pursuant to an arranged meeting,
firearms charge on March 30, 1979.

After the arrest, ATF agents read Miranda warnings to resp.
Later

that

day,

he

was

again

read Miranda

warnings.

He

agreed to answer questions and signed a written form waiving
his Miranda

rights.

The ATF officials

resp on the firearms violation.
had

a

record

er iminal
for

record.

interrogated

They then asked him if he

He

shooting his

shot anyone else.

first

stated that he had a juvenile
I
aunt;
They asked if he had ever

Resp ducked his head and mumbled that he

had "shot another guy once."

He then stated that he had not

been to Colorado nor killed the victim of the homicide with
which he was subsequently charged.
The

second

interrogation at

issue occurred on May

26, 1979, while resp was in custody on the firearms charges.
Resp was again given Miranda warnings and again executed a
written waiver of his

rights.

Resp then confessed to the

killing and signed a written summary of the interview.
was charged with first-degree murder.
the March

30

statement

lacked probative value.
into evidence.

The TC did not allow

into evidence because
It

allowed the May 26

Resp was convicted,

Resp

it

found

it

statements

and appealed.

The ap-

-

-
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pellate court found that the March 30 statement was taken in
violation

of

resp's

Fifth

Amendment

rights

because

"[i)f

knowledge of the crime is withheld, a suspect cannot intelligently make the decision as to whether he wants counsel."
It found the May 26 statement to be the illegal "fruit" of

_________,

the March

30

statement.

The Supreme

Court

affirmed.

It

declined to adopt t h e ~ se rule that a suspect must always
be inf~ed ~ f - the ~ b o u t which he will be interrogated,

but instead considered

it as a factor

relevant to the

"totality of the circumstances" inquiry necessary to determine whether a waiver of Miranda rights is knowing and volUnder

untary.

the

circumstances

of

this

case,

the

court

concluded:
[T) he absence of an advisement to Spring that he
would be questioned about the Colorado homicide,
and the lack of any basis to conclude that at any
time of the execution of the waiver, he reasonably
could have expected that the interrogation would
extend to that subject, are determinative factors
in undermining the validity of the waiver.

~'1~
Two judges dissented.

The Supreme Court noted that

I\,

the March 30 statement was not admitted at trial, but found
its

validity

relevant

to

determining

whether

the

May

statement was the "fruit" of the March 30 statement.

26

The

court did not resolve this second question, but remanded the
case to the TC to decide.

Thus,

the only question before

this Court is whether the Supreme Court correctly considered
resp's awareness of the subject matter of the March 30 interrogation in determining whether it was knowing and voluntary under the Constitution.

-

III.
A.
Several decisions
decision in this case.
(1966),

page 4.

Analysis
Principles
by

this Court are relevant to a

In Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436

the Court found that custodial interrogation by law

enforcement officers generates "pressures which work to undermine the individual's will to resist and to compel him to
speak where he would not otherwise do so freely."
at 467.

384 U.S.,

To combat this inherent compulsion, the Court held

that prior to any questioning of the suspect, a law enforcement officer must inform the suspect "that he has a r ight to
remain silent,
as

evidence

presence

of

Id., at 444.

that any statement he does make may be used

against
an

him,

attorney,

and

that he has

either

retained

a
or

right

to the

appointed."

A suspect may waive his Miranda rights,

"pro-

vided the waiver is made voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently."~
In United States v. Washington, 431 U.S. 181 (1977),
the Court held that for statements to be knowing and voluntary,

a

witness

before

the

grand

jury

who

Miranda warnings did not have to be informed,

had

received

in addition,

that he was a potential defendant in danger of indictment.
According to the Court:
[R]espondent was explicitly advised that he had a
right to remain silent and that any statements he
did make could be used to convict him of crime.
It is inconceivable that such a warning would fail
to alert him to his right to refuse to answer any
question which might incriminate him.
The advice
also eliminated any possible compulsion to selfincrimination which might otherwise exist.
To

-

-
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suggest otherwise is to ignore reality.
Indeed,
it seems self-evidence that one who is told he is
free to refuse to answer questions is in a curious
posture to later complain that his answers were
compelled.
431 U.S., at 188.
ness

The Court concluded, "Because target wit-

status neither

enlarges not diminishes

the consti tu-

tional protection against compelled self-incrimination, potential-defendant warnings add nothing of value to protection of Fifth Amendment rights."
✓

In Oregon v.

Elstad,

Id., at 189.

-

105 S.

Ct.

1285

(1985},

the

Court held that a defendant need not be informed that a prior statement taken in violation of Miranda is inadmissible
for a subsequent statement to be voluntary and knowing.
cording to the Court:
This Court has never embraced the theory that a
defendant's ignorance of the full consequences of
his decisions vitiates their voluntariness.
[T] he Court has refused to find that a defendant
who confesses, after being falsely told that his
codefendant has turned state's evidence, does so
involuntarily. Frazier v. Cupp, 394 U.S. 731, 739
(1969).
The Court has also rejected the argument
that a defendant's ignorance that a prior coerced
confession could not be admitted in evidence compromised the voluntariness of his guilty plea.
McMann v. Richardson, [397 U.S. 759, 769 (1970} J.
Likewise, in California v. Beheler, [463 U.S. 1121
(1983) ,] the Court declined to accept defendant's
contention that, because he was unaware of the
potential adverse consequences of statements he
made to the police, his participation in the interview was involuntary.
Thus, we have not held
that the sine .9.!:@.. non for a knowing and voluntary
waiver of the right to remain silent is a full and
complete appreciation of all of the consequences
flowing from the nature and quality of the evidence in the case.
105 S. Ct. at 1297-1298.

Ac-

In ~

n

v.

-

Burbine,

Court reaffirmed Elstad.
Miranda

rights

was

106

S.

Ct.

The Court held

knowing

1135

page 6.

{1986),

the

that a waiver of

and voluntary despite

the

fact

that the police did not tell the defendant that an attorney
wanted

to speak

to him,

and

in fact deliberately deceived

the attorney into thinking that no interrogation of the defendant would occur before the attorney could speak to him.
According to the court:

j

No doubt the additional information would have
been useful to respondent;
perhaps even it might
have affected his decision to confess.
But we
have never read the Constitution to require that
the police supply a suspect with a flow of information to held him calibrate his self interest in
deciding whether to speak or stand by his rights.
... Once it is determined that a suspect's decision not to rely on his rights was uncoerced, that
he all times knew he could stand mute and request
a lawyer and that he was aware of the state's intention to use his statements to secure a conviction, the analysis i-s complete and the waiver is
valid as a matter ·of · law. ·'

}1--

106 S. Ct. at 1142.
The Court also noted,

"The purpose of Miranda warn-

ings ... is to dissipate the compulsion inherent in custodi-

al interrogation and, in so doing, guard against abridgment
of

the

suspect' s

Fifth Amendment rights."

Id.

The Court

was not "prepared to adopt a rule requiring that the police
inform

a

suspect

of

an

attorney's

efforts

to

reach

him.

While such a rule might add marginally to Miranda's goal of
dispelling
tion,

the compulsion

overriding

its adoption."

practical
Id.

inherent

in custodial

considerations

The Court emphasized

interroga-

counsel

against

that one of

the

-

I
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"principal advantages" of the Miranda rule is "the ease and
clarity of its application."
proposed

revision would

Id.

muddy

The Court found that the

the

It

waters.

also

found

that the proposed revision would "work a substantial and ...
inappropriate

shift

Miranda] decision."

in

the

subtle

Id., at 1144.

balance

struck

in

[the

The Court concluded that

"full comprehension of the rights to remain silent and request an attorney are sufficient to dispel whatever coercion
is inherent in the interrogation process."
B.

Id.

Application

The proper inquiry in this case is set out ~
and has "two distinct dimensions."

Id. at 1141.

First, the

relinquishment of the right must have been voluntary in the
sense
choice

that

it

rather

was
than

the

product

of

intimidation,

a

free

and

deliberate

or

deception.

coercion

---

Second, the waiver must have been made with a full awareness
both of the nature of the right being abandoned and the consequences of the decision to abandon it.

Only if the "to-

tality of the circumstances surrounding the

interrogation"

reveal both an uncoerced choice and the requisite level of
comprehension may a court properly conclude that the Miranda
rights have been waived.
Resp

argues

that

the def end ant's

awareness of

the

potential subjects of interrogation is a proper factor to be
considered
stances."

in

evaluating

the

"totality

of

the

circum-

Resp emphasizes that the facts of each particular

interrogation must be weighed,

and that defendant's knowl-

-

-
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edge of the subject of interrogation is as relevant as the
defendant's competence, youthfulness, intelligence and prior
experience with the police.

Resp cites cases in which this

Court has noted the defendant's awareness of the subject of
interrogation in assessing the validity of a Miranda waiver.
Washington;

Fare v.

Michael C.,

442 U.S.

707

(1979).

(In

both of these cases, the Court found that the Miranda waiver
Resp then argues that the police in this case

was valid) .

engaged in deceptive practices that the Court disapproved of
in Miranda and that vitiated his Miranda waiver.
Resp's

theory of

the Miranoa

-----------

with the Court's recent decisions.
the Miranda rights

as

the

right to an attorney.
rights and
stated

a

"knowing"

know

all

does

not

This Court has defined

to remain silent and

being

waiver does

facts

relevant

the defendant must
abandoned

abandon it. "

and

Mor an.

the

"know"

not
to

requi r e

his

that

calculation

the
of
In-

"the nature of the right

consequences

of

the

decision

to

Resp seems to argue that the "right"

abandoned

relates

right

remain silent and

to

to

the

The Court has explicitly

them.

whether it is in his self-interest to waive his rights.
stead,

fit

Resp was clearly informed of these

clearly waived

that

defendant

right

rights

a

particular
the

offense.

That

is,

the

right

to an attorney vary

according to the nature of the offense.

The Court has never

adopted this position.
Resp also seems to argue that not informing resp of
the subject of the interrogation is the type of "deception"

-

I~

that

can

affect

a

-

waiver's

rejected this argument in Moran.
police's

failure

to

But

voluntariness.

page 9.

the

Court

The Court found that the

inform the defendant of a potentially

relevant fact did not affect the voluntariness of his waiver
if he understood the rights that he waived.

The Court rec-

ognized that the lack of information might well have affected the defendant's decision to waive his rights.
ever,
the

was not dispositive.
lack

of

information

This, how-

The Court in effect held
must

somehow

be

relevant

that

to

the

waiver of the particular rights to remain silent or to request an attorney.
in this case.

The same analysis would appear to apply

Resp understood that he had the right to re-

main silent and the right to seek an attorney.
coerced into waiving those rights,

He was not

neither was he deceived

in any way relevant to the voluntary waiver of those rights.
This Court's decisions

indicate that a defendant's

knowledge of the potential subjects for interrogation is not
a

relevant

stances"

consideration
inquiry.

in

This

the

inquiry

"totality of
should

focus

the

circum-

solely

on

whether the defendant understands that he has the right to
remain silent and to request an attorney.
intelligence,

and previous

Competence, age,

experience with

the police are

relevant to determining whether a defendant understands the
nature of these rights.
ever,

is

like

The subjects of interrogation, how-

the availability of a

lawyer

in Moran.

It

does not affect a defendant's comprehension of the nature of
his constitutional rights,

it only affects his calculation

-

-
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as to whether the understood rights should be waived.

Con-

sequently, it does not affect in a constitutionally significant way the waiver of those riqhts.
Finally, the
sion

that supported the deci-

in

applicable

to

this case.

A

~

~

requirement that police inform a suspect of all subjects of
interrogation would muddy the waters of the Miranda requirements by in effect adding an additional warning as to each
offense at issue.
uous.

Moreover, the requirement would be ambig-

What would happen if the police originally intended

to ask about one er ime,
which

caused

the

police

Would

the police have

but the defendant made statements
to suspect him of another crime?

to say that

they now suspected the

defendant of the additional crime before pursuing the line
of questioning?

What if the statements became relevant to

another crime only after the interrogation was over?
the waiver of Miranda rights be invalid?

Would

Also, the require-

ment could alter the subtle balance struck in Miranda.

The

police have

the

an

interest

in obtaining

confessions

and

requirement would handicap this interest.
IV.

Conclusion

This Court's decisions

indicate that the potential

subjects of interrogation is not a
"totality

of

the

circumstances"

relevant factor
inquiry.

A

in the

waiver

of

Miranda rights must be knowing and voluntary in the sense
that a defendant comprehends the nature of his constitutional

rights

-------------------------------

and

freely

chooses

to waive

them.

While other

~

-

•

-
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information may affect his decision to waive his rights, it
does

not do

Accordingly,

so

in

the

should be reversed.

a

constitutionally

decision

of

the

significant manner.
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In February, 1979, respondent John Leroy Spring
participated in the killing of Donald Walker during an elk
hunting trip in Colorado.

Shortly thereafter, an

informant told agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms (ATF)

that Spring was engaged in the

interstate transportation of stolen firearms.
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Spring was advised of his Miranda rights

again after he was transported to the ATF office in Kansas
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City.

The second warning also included the fact that if

Spring decided to answer questions without the assistance
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3.

3M,
written form stating that he understood and waived his
rights and was willing to make a statement and answer
questions.
ATF agents first questioned Spring about the firearms
transactions that led to his arrest.
Spring if he had a criminal record.

They then asked
He admitted that he

had a juvenile record for shooting his aunt when he was
ten years old.
anyone else.

The agents asked if Spring had ever shot
Spring ducked his head and mumbled, "I shot

another guy once."
been to Colorado.

The agents asked Spring if he had ever
Spring said no.

The agents asked

Spring whether he had shot a man named Walker in Colorado
and thrown his body into a snowbank.

Spring paused and

then ducked his head again and said no.
ended at this point.

The interview

4.

On May 26, 1979 Colorado law enforcement officials
visited Spring while he was in jail in Kansas City on the
firearms offenses.
warnings.

Spring

The officers gave Spring Miranda

~~ a

written form indicating that he

~

understood his constitutional rights and was willing to
waive them.

The officers informed Spring that they wanted

to question him on the Colorado homicide.

Spring ~

indicated that he "wanted to get it off his chest."

In an

interview that lasted approximately 1 1/2 hours, Spring
confessed to the Colorado murder.

During that ti~e,

( >

t>

CJ:.

~

Spring talked freely to the officers, did not elec ~ not t o~
4~--sA-LA~tA:l~~,,

~answer an

, and ~

5""-kf___,,;?1

r requested counsel.

The

"""

officers prepared a written statement summarizing the
interview.

Spring read, edited and signed the statement.

~

5.

Spring was charged in Colorado state court with first
degree murder.

Spring moved to suppress both statements

on the grounds that his waiver of Miranda rights was
invalid. 1

The trial court found that the ATF agents'

failure to inform Spring before the March 30 interview
that they would question him about the Colorado murder did
not affect his waiver of his Miranda rights:

'f

f)~,..,,..,

,

/-~ / l

,--~ ~ ~ t
I ~ ·0 ~
~ '?
,, ·
I

[T]he questions themselves suggested the topic
of inquiry. The questions dealt with "shooting

1spring also moved to suppress a third statement made on
July 13, 1979, after he had pleaded guilty to the federal
firearms offenses and after an information charging him
with murder had been issued • in Colorado.
The Colorado
Supreme Court unanimously concluded that the statement
should be suppressed because the questioning officials
made no effort "to reaffirm Spring's decision to waive his
constitutional
rights
after
he
declined
to
answer
particular questions."
People v. Spring, 713 P. 2d 865,
878 (Colo. 1985).
We limited our grant of certiorari to
the first question presented in the petition, relating to
the admissibility of the second statement.
475 U.S.
(1986).
Accordingly,
th~ admissibility of the third
statement is not before us.

9
~

I.

ttA.~ - 9(). ,,,

6.

anyone" and specifically killing a man named
Walker and throwing his body in a snowbank in
Colorado. The questions were not designed to
gather information relating to a subject that
was not readily evident or apparent to Spring.
Spring had been advised of his right to remain
silent, his right to stop answering questions,
and to have an Attorney present during
interrogation. He did not elect to exercise his
right to remain silent or to refuse to answer
questions relating to the homicide, nor did he
request Counsel during interrogation. App. to
Pet. for Cert. 4-A.

Accordingly, the trial court concluded that the March
30 statement should not be suppressed and could be

admitted into evidence.

The trial court subsequently,

I
•
l '1m1ne
•
~/4{,6~
•
h owever, gran t e d S pr1ng
s mo t '10n 1n
r.egar
1ngf - l - v

~

A

introduction into evidence of the March 30 statement r--6

r~~;--~

r-4lling that Spring's statement that he "shot another guy
.I\

once" was irrelevant and the context of the discussion did

>

not support the inference that the statement related to
the Walker homicide.

~ ~~

The trial court a-J.so he l a that the
t\

-'\

7.

May 26 statement "was made freely, voluntarily, and
intelligently, after [Spring's] being properly and fully
advised of his rights, and that the statement should not
be suppressed, but should be admitted in evidence."
at 5-A.

Id.,

The May 26 statement was admitted into evidence

at Spring's trial, and he was convicted of first degree
~

murder.

V

Spring argued on appeal that his waiver of Miranda
rights before the March 30 statement was invalid because
he was not informed that he would be questioned about the
Colorado murder.

Although this statement was not

introduced in his trial, he claimed that its validity was
relevant because the May 26 statement, that was admitted
against him, was the "fruit of the poisonous tree," see
Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 (1963), and

8.

therefore should have been suppressed.

The Colorado Court

of Appeals agreed with Spring, holding that the ATF agents
"had a duty to inform Spring that he was a suspect, or to
readvise him of his Miranda rights, before questioning him
about the murder."

People v. Spring, 671 P. 2d 965, 966

(Colo. App. 1983).

Because they failed to do so before

the March 30 interview, "any waiver of rights in regard to
questions designed to elicit information about Walker's
death was not given knowingly or intelligently."
967.

Id., at

The court held that the March 30 statement was

inadmissible and that the State had

~--ffW~

of

proving that the May 26 statement was not the product of
the prior illegal statement.

The court reversed Spring's

conviction and remanded the case for a new trial,
directing that if the State seeks to introduce the May 26

9.

statement into evidence, the trial court must resolve the
issue of whether the taint of the March 30 statement was
sufficiently attenuated to allow introduction of the May
26 statement.
The Colorado Supreme Court affirmed the judgment of
,.;t.:;a_d<

the Court of Appeals, althoug l;J- ado.pti ~

.

'!1it
J.
~t

~~~k,
r~onin~. People v. Spring, 713 P. 2d 865 (Colo. 1985) . 2

I\
The court found:

2The Colorado Court of Appeals adopted a ~ se rule
that in all circumstances the police must inform a suspect
of the subjects of interrogation.
The Supreme Court
followed the lead of several federal courts of appeals in
holding that a suspect's awareness of the subject matter
of the interrogation is one factor to be considered in
determining whether a waiver of Miranda rights is valid.
Carter v. Garrison, 656 F. 2d 68, 70 (CA4 1981) (per
curiam), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 952 (1982); United States
ex rel. Henne v. Fike, 563 F. 2d 809, 813-814 (CA7 1977);
Collins v. Brierly, 492 F. 2d 735, 738-740 (CA3)
(en
bane), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 877 (1974). Other courts of
appeals have found that a suspect's awareness of the
subject matter of interrogation is not a relevant factor
in determining the validity of a Miranda waiver.
United
States v. Burger, 728 F. 2d 140, 141 (CA2 1984);
United
States v. Anderson, 533 F. 2d 1210, 1212, n. 3 (CADC
1976);
United States v. Campbell, 431 F. 2d 97, 99, n. 1
(CA9 1970).

10.

[T)he validity of Spring's waiver of
constitutional rights must be determined upon an
examination of the totality of the circumstances
surrounding the making of the statement to
determine if the waiver was voluntary, knowing
and intelligent •.•• No one factor is always
determinative in that analysis. Whether, and to
what extent, a suspect has been informed or is
aware of the subject matter of the interrogation
prior to its commencement is simply one factor
in the court's evaluation of the total
circumstances, although it may be a major or
even a determinative factor in some situations.
Id., at 872-873.

The court concluded:
Here, the absence of an advisement to Spring
that he would be questioned about the Colorado
homicide, and the lack of any basis to conclude
that at the time of the execution of the waiver,
he reasonably could have expected that the
interrogation would extend to that subject, are
determinative factors in undermining the
validity of the waiver.
Id., at 874.

Justice Erickson, joined by Justice Rovira, dissented
as to the resolution of this issue, stating:

11.

Law enforcement officers have no duty under
Miranda to inform a person in custody of all
charges being investigated prior to questioning
him ••.• All that Miranda requires is that the
suspect be advised that he has the right to
remain silent, that anything he says can and
will be used against him in court, that he has
the right to consult with a lawyer and to have
the lawyer present during interrogation, and
that if he cannot afford a lawyer one will be
appointed to represent him.
Id., at 880.

The dissenting Justices found "ample evidence to support
the trial court's conclusion that Spring waived his
Miranda rights" and rejected "the majority's conclusion
that Spring's waiver of his Miranda rights on March 30,
1979 was invalid simply because he was not informed of all
matters that would be reviewed when he was questioned by
the police."

Id., at 881.

The court remanded the case to

the Court of Appeals to be returned to the trial court for
further proceedings consistent with its opinion.

12

CJ

. W.

~ ~) "-<.,Z4'---/,,,

~ ~~~
We granted certiorari, 475

u. ~. __

(1986),

~e~ ~

the Supreme Court's determination that a suspect's
awareness of the possible subjects of questioning is an
appropriate and sometimes determinative consideration in
assessing whether a waiver of Miranda rights is valid.

We

now reverse.
II

There is no dispute that the police obtained the May
26 confession after complete Miranda warnings and after
informing Spring that he would be questioned about the
Colorado homicide.

The Colorado Supreme Court

nevertheless held that the confession should have been
suppressed because it was the illegal "fruit" of the March
30 statement.

A confession can only be the "fruit of the

poisonous tree" if the tree, itself, is poisonous.

See

?)
.[_.
Ct1
V
~

13.

7 \.

J

i p? 1D

f

Wong Sun v. United States, supra.

'J

.,-</

,J

1-;,;---

~

.

Our 1. nqu1ry, therefore,

centers on the validity of the March 30 statement.
A

The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution
provides that no person "shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself." 3

This

privilege "is fully applicable during a period of
custodial interrogation."
436, 460-461 (1966) .4

Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S.

In Miranda, the Court concluded

"that without proper safeguards the process of in-custody
interrogation of persons suspected or accused of crime

3This privilege is
Due Process Clause.

~

ci_..t!.. -r

~k~~4
',?; ~ ~ ,
<.

applicable to the States through the
Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964).

4The State does not dispute that the statement at issue
was obtained during a "custodial interrogation" within the
meaning of Miranda.

14.

contains inherently compelling pressures which work to
undermine the individual's will to resist and to compel
him to speak where he would not otherwise do so freely."

~ ~
_!g., at 467.

The...._Cou

~ , ~ { f,-1,t.L

·

"procedural
· I\

lf-~

~

safeguards effective to secure the privilege against selfincrimination."

Id., at 444.

The Court's fundamental aim

,

~

was to assure that a criminal suspect has a ~mcaninqful

~,

-~ t
:

Vt- ~✓ -

~

opportunity to exercise his Fifth Amendment privilege,
that is, "to assure that the individual's right to choose
between silence and speech remains unfettered throughout
the interrogation process."

...!.Q., at 469.

The Court in Miranda faAJ ri=r.l'I~

~

~

~

to embody and convey t ~

riminal suspect the essence b f

is Fifth Amen dment privilege in the setting of a
ustodial interrogation.

Specifically, an individua l l must

~ ~

{ ) _ L ~ L ~ f ~ /4> ,!!,~"'o/
,,R.~ ,-2-h, .d~-- r .a.--z.. ~ 4A-. /..o ~ r
~ fa• C fQ -~~~ ~]

15.

--

-rd that---tre1ias the right to remain

anything stated can be used in evidence against /4 im.
must be informed that he has the right to/consult with
lawyer and to have the lawyer with
interrogation.

He must be to

m during

that if he is indigent, l a

lawyer will be appointed .,A:o represent him.

After these

warnings have been A iven, if the individual indicates a
any time prior/ to or during questioning that he wishes
remain s :Uent, the interrogation must cease.

If the

indiv'idual indicates that he wants an attorney present,
is present.

must cease
Id. ,

1J

rh..c., ~f~A,(,,(...~Lh4~J-tv..l Mt..t... ~

I'\

AR--iRdiu.idu~l c an waive his Fifth Amendment

~

privilege, "provided the waiver is made voluntarily,
knowingly and intelligently."

Id., at 444.

In this case,

16.

the law enforcement officials twice informed Spring of his
Fifth Amendment privilege in precisely the manner

a.-r..

~ ~ ~ J..u/. /

specified by Miranda. ~ Spring indicated that he understood
the enumerated rights and signed a written form ~
-"\

I

~~
~

those rights.

The trial court

~

specifically found that "there was no element of duress or
coercion used to induce Spring's statements [on that
date.)"

App. to Pet. for Cert. 3-A.

Despite the explicit

warnings and the finding by the trial court, Spring argues
~~30~
that his statement was in effect compelled in violation of
~

~

his Fifth Amendment privilege because he was not aware
~

that he would be questioned about the Colorado homicide.
Spring's argument strains the meaning of compulsion in the
Fifth Amendment to the breaking point.
B

17.

A statement is not "compelled" within the meaning of
the Fifth Amendment if an individual "voluntarily,
knowingly and intelligently" waives his constitutional
privilege.

V

inqui ~
dimensions."

Miranda v. Arizona, supra, at 444.

The

whether a waiver is coerced "has two distinct
Moran v. Burbine, 106

s.

Ct. 1135, 1141

(1986) :

First the relinquishment of the right must have
been voluntary in the sense that it was the
product of a free and deliberate choice rather
than intimidation, coercion or deception.
Second, the waiver must have been made with a
full awareness both of the nature of the right
being abandoned and the consequences of the
decision to abandon it. Only if the "totality
of the circumstances surrounding the
interrogation" reveal both an uncoerced choice
and the requisite level of comprehension may a
court properly conclude that the Miranda rights
have been waived.
Ibid.

18.

There is no doubt that Sp r ing's decision to waive his
Fifth Amendment privilege was voluntary.

~

~~

sp

~

'fically found that Sr

reSt:14-l::__i::u__gm:_e..:ili----GcJ;--G<~£..C;;:..lllll.

does not allege

~?

~-

"coercion of a confession by physical violence or other
deliberate means calculated to break [his] will, "
v. Elstad, 105
that the police

s.

Oregon

~ ~ ~ -h----(_ ~ I - ~
Ct. 1285, 1295 (1985)_,,,
His allegation ~

T

failed to supply him with certain

information does not relate to any of the traditional
indicia of coercion:

"the duration and conditions of

detention ••• , the manifest attitude of the police toward
him, his physical and mental state, the diverse pressures
which sap or sustain his powers of resistance and selfcontrol."
(1961).

Culombe v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 602
Absent evidence that Spring's "will [was]

19.

tp

- -s~

/

;

/ overborne and his capacity for self-determination
critically impaired" because of coercive police conduct,
~

ibid., his statement IlH:Jst h~ ae0me~ voluntary !under this
. .
. ~
Ml_!-ct_ndd
ar.--' ~
~
d,;"'
Cour t ' s d ec1s1on
1n
- ..f.c.zt c;;..,c~.-..__.

~°ZLt

v . -Ther~
,..__

r.i

u

no doubt that Spring's waiver of his

1 1. Am,.,, ,nmPRt privilege was knowing and intelligent

5~

within the meaning of Miranda. t(' A mawing a ov~ , ~

,,

/

'!d...t: t 1L ✓

waiver does not require that a suspect "know" all the

~ ,

facts bearing on his predicament or make an "intelligent"
choice in the sense that it is ostensibly in his penal
interest.

~~

Such a standard fflight preclude all confessions,
I\
/

since it can be argued that "any lawyer worth his salt
will tell the

/
.
spect 1n

'h,,,O

Ofl

/\

.

uncertain terms to make no

statement /to police under any circumstances."
/

~"

Indiana, 338 U.S. 49, 59

10 \.i-v- ·

~

~

,·~

-

\ ,.J~

r 1~ '

✓ v~ ·
~

Watts v.

(1949)

(Jackson, J., concurring

20.

in the judgment).

The Constitution does not guJrantee

~
tvz..Uv~I Jc:,
criminal defendants the right to fully inform~d strategic
A

decisions. 5

~

Its guarantee is much more fundamental:

a

defendant has the right not to be compelled to be a
witness against himself.

The Miranda warnings effectuate

this guarantee by ensuring that a suspect "knows" that he
has this basic right and that a choice to speak is made
"intelligently," that is, in light of this knowledge.
Where a suspect understands the nature of his

I

~

_5_F_o_r__e_x_a_m_p_l_e_,-in United States v. Washington~ 431 U.S.
181 ( 1977), the Court held that a witness bef re a grand
jury who had received warnings similar to those delineated
in Miranda need not be informed, in addition,
hat he was
the target of the criminal charges. We observed that such
an additional admonition would not be required in the
context of a police custodial interrogation.
Id., at 188.
This information bears on a suspect' s decision to waive
his Miranda rights
in
the same way as
information
respecting the subject matter of interrogation -- both
might help a suspect calculate whether it is in his
interest to speak, but neither is required to effectuate
the Fifth Amendment privilege.

21.

constitutional right -- that he may choose to remain
silent -- and the consequences of abandoning t Me right
that what he says may be used as evidence/ against him -- a

/
waiver of those rights is knowing and intelligent within
the meaning of Miranda.

I

In this case, the Miranda warning itself conveyed the
essence of the privilege guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment
and the consequence of abandoning it.

Spring was told

that he had the right to remain silent and that if he
I

chose to speak, anything he said could be used against
him.

There is { , allegation that Spring failed to

understand that he had at all times the right to remain
I

I

silent. / There is no allegation that he misunderstood the
consequences of speaking to the law enforcement officials
-- that is, that what he said could be used against him.

22.

Because he knew the nature of his constitutional F ight and
the consequences of abandoning it, S_pr·ing was able to
assess intelligently wheth~ r he wanted to waive it.
Accordingly, Spring's waiver was knowing and intelligent
within the meaning of Miranda.
III

A

Spring relies on this Court's statement in Miranda
that "any evidence that the accused was threatened,
tricked, or cajoled into a waiver will ••• show that the
defendant did not voluntarily waive his privilege."
U.S., at 476.

384

He alleges that the failure to inform him

of the potential subjects of interrogation constitutes the
police trickery and deception condemned in Miranda, thus
rendering his waiver of Miranda rights invalid.

Spring,

23.

however, reads this statement in Miranda out of context
and without relationship to the constitutional privilege
the Miranda warnings are designed to protect.
Deceptive police practices, although they may be
"highly inappropriate," Moran v. Burbine, supra, at 1142,
are constitutionally significant in the context of a
Miranda waiver only when they indicate that a statement
obtained was motivated by something other that a "willrJ
?

to confess."

cdi @mbe v. Connecticut, supra, at 602.

Thus, a misrepresentation by police officers that a
suspect could be deprived of state financial aid for her
dependent child if she failed to cooperate with
authorities rendered the subsequent confession
inadmissible.

Lynum v. Illinois, 372 U.S. 528 (1963).

Similarly, a misrepresentation by a police officer that a

24.

suspect would lose his job if he failed to cooperate

~

rendered th€ statement ~ d inadmissible.

Spano v.

~

New York, 360 U.S. 315 (1959).

In each of these

situations, the police conduct arg ~

y supplied a

motivation -- unrelated to the suspect's perception of his
own guilt and desire to confess -- for the suspect to
waive his Fifth Amendment privilege.

~

2u.t i he cases in which the Court has found police

deception to affect the validity of a statement are
distinguishable from the present case , f.o..I~ ~rrerarr-n~so~
First, these cases involved affirmative misrepresentations
by the police rather than police silence coupled with
Miranda warnings.

Once Miranda warnings are given, it is

difficult to see how official silence could
deceive a defendant as to the nature of his constitutional

25.

right -- "his right to refuse to answer any question which
might incriminate him."
U.S. 181, 188

United States v. Washington, 431

(1977).

"Indeed, it seems self-evident that

one who is told he is free to refuse to answer questions
is in a curious posture to later complain that his answers
were compelled."

Ibid.

Second, a valid waiver does not

require that an individual be informed of all information
"useful" in making his decision or all information that
"might affect(]

his decision to confess."

Burbine, supra, at 1142.

Moran v.

"We have never read the

Constitution to require that the police supply a suspect
with a flow of information to help him calibrate his self
interest in deciding whether to speak or stand by his
rights."

V

A
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Ct~_.

I
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H •

the additional information could

affect only the wisdom of a Miranda waiver, not its

i-t,:;v-ri-:t
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26.

essentially voluntary and knowing nature.

Accordingly,

the failure of the law enforcement officials to supply the
information could not affect Spring's confession in a

~~~5;£-n.
/

constitutionally significant manner.

~u-4-1~,

B

~::~a~
pr epo~

,t

~f-a.-..~

~ ~n~~,:t~
•

, /t
-\

II

the virtue of informing police and prosecutors with

r

specificity" as to how

4-~
--~ i ~
~ vj-<-~!
~ ~g a-t:i.
must be conducted .

~

Fare v. Michael
707, 718

(1979).

c.,

442 U.S.

This specificity "benefits the accused

and the State alike."

Ibid.

A rule that required police

to inform suspects of all possible subjects of
interrogation would require

er

determinations of what

the suspect knew and when he knew it.

~~ -

The ambiguities are
~

27.

r egion:

Would the police be prohibited from charg i:hg a

suspect with any crime about which the suspect was not
informed before interrogation?

)~
(:

How specific would the

police have to be about the suspected crime?

For example,

would the police have to inform a suspect about the
elements or intent requirements for particular crimes?

We

are loath to inject such uncertainty into the workings of
an otherwise specific procedural requirement, especially
when any benefit gained by the criminal defendant by the
proposed standard is not of constitutional significance.
If we were to hold that a suspect's awareness of the

,
I

I

subject matter of an interrogation were relevant to a

I

determination of the validity of a Miranda waiver, we
would disturb the balance struck in Miranda between
"society's compelling interest" in effective law

28.

enforcement, Moran v. Burbine, supra, at 1144, and the
other "strongly felt attitude of our society that
important human values are sacrificed where an agency of

/
\.

/7

government ••. wrings a confession out of an accused
against his will."
218, 225 (1973)

Schnecklothe v. Bustamente, 412 U.S.

(quoting Blackmun v. Alabama, 361 U.S.

199, 206-207 (1960)}.

There is simply no evidence in this

case indicating that the police "wrung" Spring's

f
confession out of him against his will.

The purpose of

Miranda warnings is not to prevent the police from

2
L.-

obtaining incriminating statements.

It is to ensure that

a suspect acts with knowledge of his constitutional
rights.

This accomplished, any additional fetters on the

police investigation process are not justified by the need
to effectuate a constitutional guarantee.

29.

C.

e hold today that the subject matter of an

r

'interrogation is not relevant in a constitutionally

/

significant manner to an individual's decision to waive

,

v/
~
(1/v/:

/d~..,.,

/

~
{/

his Fifth Amendment 2rivile9e. ) Ac ~ordingl;,-:-e ho~

~ ~~Is

--

J..A'-.-/

a suspect's awareness of the subie-e--t---ma-t--t.---er of
✓

p

J

. I\

fo

2,-

d,. i-evv- •

interrogation is not a p r oper co11s i a er aT i o r1 i n - a-sse-ssing

t,,f'
whether

of the circumstance

a

suspect voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently waived
his Fifth Amendment privilege.
IV
The judgment of the Colorado Supreme Court is

30.

reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.
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MEMO TO LESLIE:
I

have

opinion,

and

now

reviewed

think

that

the

first

basically

I tf, ill not surprise you, however,

it

draft
is

of

quite

our
good.

when I say the draft is

too long and in some places is repetitive.
The basic analysis is sound.

Apart from language

and stylistic changes, and portions that can be omitted, I
have no substantive concern until about page 19.
On
inquiry

p.

whether

dimensions".
sense

17,

that

waiver

Burbine,
is

you

coerced

note

"has

that

two

the

distinct

First, whether it must be "voluntary in the
it was

choice rather
Secondly,

a

quoting

the

than

the product of a
intimidation,

"waiver

must

have

free and deliberate

coercion or deception."
been

made

with

a

full

awareness both of the nature of the right being abandoned
and the consequences of the decision to abandon it."
In the paragraph that commences on page 18,
draft

adequately

requirements.
p.
the

19,

I

find

second

disposes

of

the

first

of

the

these

Beginning with the first full paragraph on
the draft less persuasive with respect to

requirement,

namely,

whether

the

waiver

was

-

-

2.

I suggest

knowingly made in the full sense of this term.
language

along

the

following

lines

as

a

substitute

what I have marked in pencil beginning on page 19:
"There also is no doubt that Spring's waiver
of his Fifth Amendment privilege was
made:

that is, with a full awareness of what he

was doing.
that

a

The Constitution does not guarantee

er iminal

waiver,
terms

suspect,

understands
of

respect

what
to

the

when j.he
full

subsequently

his

The

case.

right

not

to

be

may

himself.

happen

Fifth

a
in

with

Amendment's

A defendant has

compelled

-'--~~-£-.

against

exercises

consequences

guarantee is more fundamental.
the

knowingly

Tfle Miranda

to

be

witness

warnings protect

~

this

right

by

ensuring

that

a

suspect

'knows'

wt..-~

about it, and has an uncoerced choice l"\.t o talk to
law enforcement officers or not to talk at all,
a choice to talk only with counsel present, and
also

the

choice

to discontinue

talking

at any

time.

The Miranda warnings make this explicitly

clear

by

reguir ing

that

advised of these rights,

the

suspect

be

fully

including the critical

for

-

~

advise

that whatever

3.

he chooses to say may be

used as evidence against him.
In
Spring

this

case

failed

there

to

is

no

understand

allegation
the

guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment.
that

an ~ allegation
consequences

he

speaking

of

enforcement officials.
the

trial

court

was

In

basic

that
right

Nor is there

misunderstood
freely
sum,

we

indisputably

to

the
law

the

think

that

correct

in

finding that Spring's waiver was made knowingly
intelligently

and

within

the

meaning

of

Miranda."

As

you

will

note,

Leslie,

the

foregoing

is

a

reduced version of your draft, and particularly omits what
seems to me to be the weak paragraph commencing on p. 19.
I

am

not

sure

that

footnote

5

is

helpful.

I

could be
(.,

/-

persuaded by you and your co-clerk editor to keep in the
A

draft.
I

think

Part

III-A

(pp.

22-26)

is

fine.

I

have trouble with Part III-B (pp. 26-28, inclusive).
you

argue

practical

concerns.

I

suggest

that

we

do

Here
can

reduce this discussion very substantially, and include it

-

..

-

in a footnote.

4.

The essence of it is fairly well stated in

what you have said on page 26.

As there is no contention

in this case that a confession was "wrung" out of Spring,
we can omit

the

paragraph

that

begins

at

the bottom of

page 27 and continues through page 18.
Subpart
expressed

too

C

-

our

"holding"
Try

generally.

paragraph

reframing

it,

-

may

be

Leslie,

in
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 85-1517

COLORADO, PETITIONER v. JOHN LEROY SPRING
ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE SUPREME COURT
OF COLORADO
[January-, 1987]

JUSTICE POWELL delivered the opinion of the Court.
In Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U. S. 436 (1966), the Court
held that a suspect's waiver of the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination is valid only if it is made voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently. Id., at 444. This case
presents the question whether the suspect's awareness of all
the crimes about which he may be questioned is relevant to
determining the validity of his decision to waive the Fifth
Amendment privilege.
I
In February, 1979, respondent John Leroy Spring and a
companion shot and killed Donald Walker during a hunting
trip in Colorado. Shortly thereafter, an informant told
agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
(ATF) that Spring was engaged in the interstate transportation of stolen firearms. The informant also told the agents
that Spring had discussed his participation in the Colorado
killing. At the time the ATF agents received this information, Walker's body had not been found and the police had
received no report of his disappearance. Based on the information received from the informant relating to the firearms violations, the ATF agents set up an undercover operation to purchase firearms from Spring. On March 30, 1979,
ATF agents arrested Spring in Kansas City, Missouri during
the undercover purchase.
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An ATF agent on the scene of the arrest advised Spring of
his Miranda rights. 1 Spring was advised of his Miranda
rights a second time after he was transported to the ATF
office in Kansas City. At the ATF office, the agents also
advised Spring that he had the right to stop the questioning
at any time or to stop the questioning until the presence of an
attorney could be secured. Spring then signed a written
form stating that he understood and waived his rights, and
that he was willing to make a statement and answer
questions.
ATF agents first questioned Spring about the firearms
transactions that led to his arrest. They then asked Spring
if he had a criminal record. He admitted that he had a juvenile record for shooting his aunt when he was ten years old.
The agents asked if Spring had ever shot anyone else.
Spring ducked his head and mumbled, "I shot another guy
once." The agents asked Spring if he had ever been to Colorado. Spring said no. The agents asked Spring whether he
had shot a man named Walker in Colorado and thrown his
body into a snowbank. Spring paused and then ducked his
head again and said no. The interview ended at this point.
On May 26, 1979 Colorado law enforcement officials visited
Spring while he was in jail in Kansas City pursuant to his arrest on the firearms offenses. The officers gave Spring the
Miranda warnings, and Spring again signed a written form
indicating that he understood his rights and was willing to
waive them. The officers informed Spring that they wanted
to question him about the Colorado homicide. Spring indicated that he "wanted to get it off his chest." In an interview that lasted approximately 1½ hours, Spring confessed to the Colorado murder. During that time, Spring
Under this Court's decision in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U. S. 436
(1966), prior to a custodial interrogation a criminal suspect must "be
warned that he has a right to remain silent, that any statement he does
make may be used as evidence against him, and that he has a right to the
presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed. " Id. , at 444.
1
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talked freely to the officers, did not indicate a desire to terminate the questioning, and never requested counsel. The officers prepared a written statement summarizing the interview. Spring read, edited and signed the statement.
Spring was charged in Colorado state court with first degree murder. Spring moved to suppress both statements on
the ground that his waiver of Miranda rights was invalid.
The trial court found that the ATF agents' failure to inform
Spring before the March 30 interview that they would question him about the Colorado murder did not affect his waiver
of his Miranda rights:
"[T]he questions themselves suggested the topic of inquiry. The questions dealt with 'shooting anyone' and
specifically killing a man named Walker and throwing his
body in a snowbank in Colorado. The questions were
not designed to gather information relating to a subject
that was not readily evident or apparent to Spring.
Spring had been advised of his right to remain silent, his
right to stop answering questions, and to have an Attorney present during interrogation. He did not elect to
exercise his right to remain silent or to refuse to answer
questions relating to the homicide, nor did he request
Counsel during interrogation. " App. to Pet. for Cert.
4-A.
Accordingly, the trial court concluded that the March 30
statement should not be suppressed on Fifth Amendment
grounds. The trial court, however, subsequently ruled that
Spring's statement that he "shot another guy once" was irrelevant, and that the context of the discussion did not support
the inference that the statement related to the Walker homicide. For that reason, the March 30 statement was not admitted at Spring's trial. The court concluded that the May
26 statement "was made freely, voluntarily, and intelligently,
after [Spring's] being properly and fully advised of his rights,
and that the statement should not be suppressed, but should
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be admitted in evidence." Id., at &-A. The May 26 statement was admitted into evidence at trial, and Spring was
convicted of first degree murder. 2
Spring argued on appeal that his waiver of Miranda rights
before the March 30 statement was invalid because he was
not informed that he would be questioned about the Colorado
murder. Although this statement was not introduced at
trial, he claimed that its validity was relevant because the
May 26 statement that was admitted against him was the illegal "fruit" of the March 30 statement, see Wong Sun v.
United States, 371 U. S. 471 (1963), and therefore should
have been suppressed. The Colorado Court of Appeals
agreed with Spring, holding that the ATF agents "had a duty
to inform Spring that he was a suspect, or to readvise him of
his Miranda rights, before questioning him about the murder." People v. Spring, 671 P. 2d 965, 966 (Colo. App.
1983). Because they failed to do so before the March 30 interview, "any waiver of rights in regard to questions designed to elicit information about Walker's death was not
given knowingly or intelligently." Id., at 967. The court
held that the March 30 statement was inadmissible and that
the State had failed to meet its burden of proving that the
May 26 statement was not the product of the prior illegal
statement. The court reversed Spring's conviction and remanded the case for a new trial, directing that if the State
sought to introduce the May 26 statement into evidence, the
2

Spring also moved to suppress a third statement made on July 13,
1979, after he had pleaded guilty to the federal firearms offenses and after
an information charging him with murder had been issued in Colorado.
The Colorado Supreme Court unanimously concluded that the statement
should be suppressed because the questioning officials made no effort "to
reaffirm Spring's decision to waive his constitutional rights after he declined to answer particular questions." People v. Spring , 713 P. 2d 865,
878 (Colo. 1985). We granted certiorari only on the question whether the
second statement should have been admitted into evidence. 475 U. S.
- - (1986). Accordingly, the admissibility of the third statement is not
before us.
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trial court should determine whether the "taint" of the March
30 statement was sufficiently attenuated to allow introduction of the May 26 statement.
The Colorado Supreme Court affirmed the judgment of the
Court of Appeals, although its reasoning differed in some respects. Pecrple v. Spring, 713 P. 2d 865 (Colo. 1985). The
court found:
"[T]he validity of Spring's waiver of constitutional rights ··
must be determined upon an examination of the totality
of the circumstances surrounding the making of the
statement to determine if the waiver was voluntary,
knowing and intelligent. No one factor is always determinative in that analysis. Whether, and to what extent,
a suspect has been informed or is aware of the subject
matter of the interrogation prior to its commencement is
simply one factor in the court's evaluation of the total
circumst~mces, although it may be a major or even a determinative factor in some situations." Id., at 872-873
(citations omitted).
The court concluded:
"Here, the absence of an advisement to Spring that he
would be questioned about the Colorado homicide, and
the lack of any basis to conclude that at the time of the
execution of the waiver, he reasonably could have expected that the interrogation would extend to that subject, are determinative factors in undermining the validity of the waiver." Id., at 874 (emphasis in original).
Justice Erickson, joined by Justice Rovira, dissented as to
the resolution of this issue, stating:
"Law enforcement officers have no duty under Miranda to inform a person in custody of all charges being
investigated prior to questioning him. All that Miranda requires is that the suspect be advised that he has
the right to remain silent, that anything he says can and
will be used against him in court, that he has the right to

•
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consult with a lawyer and to have the lawyer present
during interrogation, and that if he cannot afford a lawyer one will be appointed to represent him." Id., at 880
(citations omitted).
The dissenting Justices found "ample evidence to support the
trial court's conclusion that Spring waived his Miranda
rights" and rejected "the majority's conclusion that Spring's
waiver of his Miranda rights on March 30, 1979 was invalid
simply because he was not informed of all matters that would
be reviewed when he was questioned by the police." Id., at
881. The court remanded the case for further proceedings
consistent with its opinion.
We granted certiorari, 475 U. S. - - (1986), to resolve an
arguable circuit conflict 3 and to review the Colorado
Supreme Court's determination that a suspect's awareness of
the possible subjects of questioning is a relevant and sometimes determinative consideration in assessing whether a
waiver of the Fifth Amendment privilege is valid. We now
reverse.
II
There is no dispute that the police obtained the May 26 confession after complete Miranda warnings and after informing
Spring that he would be questioned about the Colorado homicide. The Colorado Supreme Court nevertheless held that
the confession should have been suppressed because it was
The Colorado Supreme Court followed the lead of several federal
courts of appeals in holding that a suspect's awareness of the subject matter of the interrogation is one factor to be considered in determining
whether a waiver of the Fifth Amendment privilege is valid. United
States v. Burger, 728 F. 2d 140, 141 (CA21984); Carter v. Garrison, 656 F.
2d 68, 70 (CA4 1981) (per curiam), cert. denied, 455 U. S. 952 (1982);
United States v. McCrary, 643 F. 2d 323, 328 (CA5 1981). Other courts of
appeals have found that a suspect's awareness of the subject matter of interrogation is not a relevant factor in determining the validity of a
Miranda waiver. United States v. Anderson, U. S. App. D. C.
- -, - -, n. 3, 533 F. 2d 1210, 1212, n. 3 (CADC 1976); United States v.
Campbell, 431 F. 2d 97, 99, n. 1 (CA9 1970).
3
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the illegal "fruit" of the March 30 statement. A confession
cannot be "fruit of the poisonous tree" if the tree itself is not
poisonous. Our inquiry, therefore, centers on the validity of
the March 30 statement. 4
A
The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution
provides that no person "shall be .compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself." 5 This privilege "is
fully applicable during a period of custodial interrogation."
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U. S. 436, 460-461 (1966). 6 In
Miranda, the Court concluded "that without proper safeguards the process of in-custody interrogation of persons suspected or accused of crime contains inherently compelling
pressures which work to undermine the individual's will to
resist and to compel him to speak where he would not otherwise do so freely." Id., at 467. Accordingly, the Court formulated the now-familiar "procedural safeguards effective to
secure the privilege against self-incrimination." Id., at 444.
The Court's fundamental aim in designing the Miranda warnings was "to assure that the individual's right to choose between silence and speech remains unfettered throughout the
interrogation process." Id., at 469.
Consistent with this purpose, a suspect may waive his
Fifth Amendment privilege, "provided the waiver is made
• The State argued for the first time in its petition for rehearing to the
Colorado Supreme Court that this Court's decision in Oregon v. Elstad ,
- - U. S. - - (1985), renders the May 26 statement admissible without
regard to the validity of the March 30 waiver. The Colorado Supreme
Court noted that the State would be free to make this argument to the trial
court on remand. The question whether our decision in Oregon v. Elstad
provides an independent basis for admitting the May 26 statement therefore is not before us in this case.
5
This privilege is applicable to the States through the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution. Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U. S. 1 (1964).
• The State does not dispute that the statement at issue was obtained
during a "custodial interrogation" within the meaning of Miranda.
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voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently." Id., at 444. In
this case, the law enforcement officials twice informed Spring
of his Fifth Amendment privilege in precisely the manner
specified by Miranda. As we have noted, Spring indicated
that he understood the enumerated rights and signed a written form expressing his intention to waive his Fifth Amendment privilege. The trial court specifically found that "there
was no element of duress or coercion used to induce Spring's
statements [on that date]." App. to Pet. for Cert. 3-A.
Despite the explicit warnings and the finding by the trial
court, Spring argues that his March 30 statement was in effect compelled in violation of his Fifth Amendment privilege
because he signed the waiver form without being aware that
he would be questioned about the Colorado homicide.
Spring's argument strains the meaning of compulsion past
the breaking point.
B
A statement is not "compelled" within the meaning of the
Fifth Amendment if an individual "voluntarily, knowingly
and intelligently" waives his constitutional privilege.
Miranda v. Arizona, supra, at 444. The inquiry whether a
waiver is coerced "has two distinct dimensions." Moran v.
Burbine, U. S. - , (1986):
First the relinquishment of the right must have been voluntary in the sense that it was the product of a free and
deliberate choice rather than intimidation, coercion or
deception. Second, the waiver must have been made
with a full awareness both of the nature of the right
being abandoned and the consequences of the decision to
abandon it. Only if the "totality of the circumstances
surrounding the interrogation" reveal both an uncoerced
choice and the requisite level of comprehension may a
court properly conclude that the Miranda rights have
been waived. Ibid.
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There is no doubt that Spring's decision to waive his Fifth
Amendment privilege was voluntary. He alleges no "coercion of a confession by physical violence or other deliberate
means calculated to break [his] will," Oregon v. Elstad, - U. S. - -, - - (1985), and the trial court found none. His
allegation that the police failed to supply him with certain information does not relate to any of the traditional indicia of
coercion: "the duration and conditions of detention . . . , the
manifest attitude of the police toward him, his physical and
mental state, the diverse pressures which sap or sustain his
powers of resistance and self-control." Culombe v. Connecticut, 367 U. S. 568, 602 (1961) (opinion of Frankfurter, J.).
Absent evidence that Spring's "will [was] overborne and his
capacity for self-determination critically impaired" because
of coercive police conduct, ibid.; see Colorado v. Connelly,
- - U. S. - - , - - (1986), his waiver of his Fifth Amendment privilege was voluntary under this Court's decision in
Miranda.
There also is no doubt that Spring's waiver of his Fifth
Amendment privilege was knowingly and intelligently made:
that is, that Spring understood that he had the right to remain silent and freely chose not to exercise that right. The
Constitution does not require that a criminal suspect know
and understand every possible consequence of a waiver of the
Fifth Amendment privilege. Moran v. Burbine, supra, at
- -; Oregon v. Elstand, supra, at--. The Fifth Amendment's guarantee is both simpler and more fundamental: A
defendant may not be compelled to be a witness against himself in any respect. The Miranda warnings protect this
privilege by ensuring that a suspect knows that he may
choose not to talk to law enforcement officers, to talk only
with counsel present, or to discontinue talking at any time.
The Miranda warnings ensure that a waiver of these rights is
knowing and intelligent by requiring that the suspect be fully
advised of this constitutional privilege, including the critical
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advice that whatever he chooses to say may be used as evidence against him.
In this case there is no allegation that Spring failed to understand the basic privilege guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment. Nor is there any allegation that he misunderstood the
consequences of speaking freely to the law enforcement officials. In sum, we think that the trial court was indisputably
correct in finding that Spring's waiver was made knowingly
and intelligently within the meaning of Miranda.

III
A

Spring relies on this Court's statement in Miranda that
"any evidence that the accused was threatened, tricked, or
cajoled into a waiver will ... show that the defendant did not
voluntarily waive his privilege." 384 U. S., at 476. He contends that the failure to inform him of the potential subjects
of interrogation constitutes the police trickery and deception
condemned in Miranda, thus rendering his waiver of Miranda rights invalid. Spring, however, reads this statement
in Miranda out of context and without due regard to the constitutional privilege the Miranda warnings were designed to
protect.
We note first that the Colorado courts made no finding of
official trickery. 7 In fact, as noted above, the trial court
7

The trial court found, "Though it is true that [the ATF agents] did not
specifically advise Spring that a part of their interrogation would include
questions about the Colorado homicide, the questions themselves suggested the topic of inquiry. " App. to Pet. for Cert. 4-A. According to
the Colorado Supreme Court, "It is unclear whether Spring was told by the
agents that they wanted to question him specifically about the firearms
violations for which he was arrested or whether the agents simply began
questioning Spring without making any statement concerning the subject
matter of the interrogation. What is clear is that the agents did not tell
Spring that they were going to ask him questions about the killing of
Walker before Spring made his original decision to waive his Miranda
rights." 713 P. 2d, at 871.

~
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expressly found that "there was no element of duress or coercion used to induce Spring's statements." Supra, at 8.
Spring nevertheless insists that the failure of the ATF agents
to inform him that he would be questioned about the murder
constituted official "trickery'' sufficient to invalidate his
waiver of his Fifth Amendment privilege, even if the official
conduct did not amount to "coercion." Even assuming that
Spring's proposed distinction has merit, we reject his conclusion. This Court has never held that mere silence by law enforcement officials as to the subject matter of an interrogation is "trickery" sufficient to invalidate a suspect's waiver of
Miranda rights, and we expressly decline so to hold today. 8
Once Miranda warnings are given, it is difficult to see how
official silence could cause a suspect to misunderstand the nature of his constitutional right-"his right to refuse to answer
any question which might incriminate him." United States
v. Washington, 431 U. S. 181, 188 (1977). "Indeed, it seems
self-evident that one who is told he is free to refuse to answer
questions is in a curious posture to later complain that his
answers were compelled." Ibid. We have held that a valid
waiver does not require that an individual be informed of all
information "useful" in making his decision or all information
that "might affec[t] his decision to confess." Moran v. Burbine, supra, at--. "We have never read the Constitution
In certain circumstances, the Court has found affirmative misrepresentations by the police sufficient to invalidate a suspect's waiver of the
Fifth Amendment privilege. See, e.g., Lynum v. Illinois, 372 U. S. 528
(1963) (misrepresentation by police officers that a suspect would be deprived of state financial aid for her dependent child if she failed to cooperate with authorities rendered the subsequent confession involuntary);
Spano v. New York, 360 U. S. 315 (1959) (misrepresentation by the suspect's friend that the friend would lose his job as a police officer if the
suspect failed to cooperate rendered his statement involuntary). In this
case, we are not confronted with an affirmative misrepresentation by law
enforcement officials as to the scope of the interrogation and do not reach
the question whether a waiver of Miranda rights would be valid in such a
circumstance.
8

i
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to require that the police supply a suspect with a flow of
information to help him calibrate his self interest in deciding
whether to speak or stand by his rights." Jbi,d. 9 Here, the
additional information could affect only the wisdom of a
Miranda waiver, not its essentially voluntary and knowing
nature. Accordingly, the failure of the law enforcement
officials to inform Spring of the subject matter of the interrogation could not affect Spring's decision to waive his
Fifth Amendment privilege in a constitutionally significant
manner.
B
This Court's holding in Miranda specifically required that
the police inform a criminal suspect that he has the right to
remain silent and that anything he says may be used against
him. There is no qualification of this broad and explicit
warning. The warning, as formulated in Miranda, conveys
to a suspect the nature of his constitutional privilege and the
consequences of abandoning it. Accordingly, we hold that a
suspect's awareness of all the possible subjects of questioning
in advance of interrogation is not relevant to determining
whether the suspect voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently
waived his Fifth Amendment privilege.
IV
The judgment of the Colorado Supreme Court is reversed,
and the case is remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion.
It is so ordered.

• Such an extension of Miranda would spawn numerous problems of interpretation because any number of factors could affect a suspect's decision
to waive his Miranda rights. The requirement would also vitiate to a
great extent the Miranda rule's important "virtue of informing police and
prosecutors with specificity" as to how a pre-trial questioning of a suspect
must be conducted. Fare v. Michael C. , 442 U. S. 707, 718 (1979).
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the Colorado Supreme Court affirmed that decision.

The

court held that a suspect must be advised of the

~~t

matter of an interrogation;{,rior to its

commencement.
For the reasons stated in our opinion filed
today, we disagree with the Colorado Supreme Court.
This Court's decision in Miranda requires ~

/ that a

suspect understand his Fifth Amendment privilege and
•
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voluntarily waive it.
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It is clea ~ that respondent understood that he
had the right to remain silent / and that anything he
said could be used against him.

Respondent was not

coerced into waiving his constitutional privilege.
Accordingly, we reverse the judgment of the
Colorado Supreme Court,/ and remand for further
proceedings not inconsistent with our opinion.
JUSTICE MARSHALL has filed a dissenting
opinion, in which JUSTICE BRENNAN has joined.
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